John McMullin, HC, CHt & Leigh Randolph, HC, MS, DDS
present

Five Day ADVANCED Holistic Coaching Intensive
Cape Coral, FL
October 3-7, 2019 • 10am - 7pm each day
This event is intended for past participants of
Intensives or five sessions with John.
Thursday: Seven Thresholds of Consciousness for Advanced Holistic Coaching
Meeting people where they are in their level of consciousness requires discovering how they hear our coaching. Participants in this
class will learn the level of resonance through questions and observations of clients. The consequences of assuming where people
want to start their journey can create overwhelm, confusion, anger/shame, and separation. Asking the right questions and using
intuition to invite a client to begin a journey of self-discovery is required for piercing illusions and myths.
Friday: Advanced Holistic Coaching through Hermetic Philosophy
Helping self and inspiring others to witness attachments within the Hermetic Seal of the ego helps us to explore the consciousness
of the Universe residing outside of our human attachments and control dramas. We will explore how natural laws of the literal realm
can be influenced from another source of consciousness that brings intimacy and connection with the All. Participants are invited
to embrace an ancient wisdom with integral to coaching and will learn to invite expanded possibilities and probabilities into a new
world of manifesting and shape shifting beyond the program of our ego’s conscious or subconscious beliefs.
Saturday: Working with Difficult Clients
If the defended ego creates resistance by proving and/or defending, how do we find the energy of words of invitation and new
discoveries to realize we can matter more through curiosity than the illusion of power through resistance? Helping clients to
discover conflicted ego parts that own the illusion of power through sparring, deception, and the shame of revealing secrets allows
us to view a deeper truth of becoming humble and curious. Inviting ego parts to acknowledge life with respect and curiosity will
permit accepting experiences of those living in denial of their own value and purpose.
Sunday: Hidden Control Dramas of Vampires and Zombies
Attachment to survival encourages some to participate in the archetype of vampire or zombie. The light and shadow aspects of these
archetypes appear to create control dramas of survival rather than risking living. Identifying the characteristics of the Overgiver and
Overtaker allows realization of the deception of self. Then, Holistic Coaching can offer consequences and opportunities to discover
how clients can matter beyond these control dramas.
Monday: Consciousness of an Open Heart
If the consciousness of an open heart begins with compassion and empathy, how do we prevent the ego from attaching the shadow
side of sympathy and loss of self? Small children, born into pure innocence with an open heart without healthy limits and boundaries
are separated from their essence and then required to attach to validation by others. In this class we will discover reconnecting to
the consciousness of an open heart that offers even deeper compassion for our own deception, control dramas and self-loathing.

Location:
			
			
			

Hampton Inn
619 SE 47th Terrace
Cape Coral, FL 33904
Phone: (239) 540-1050

Cost: $900 for 5 days: Thursday through Monday;
(includes an individual Coaching session with John)
Single Class: $200 per day
Time: 10:00am – 7:00pm each day

Please register by September 10th!!
Register online at http://www.journeysofwisdom.com/ecommerce/special-events or contact Bonnie at 614.888.1240.

